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TECNOGEN AP20TL-IP
PTO GENERATOR

20,0KVA 
        

   

   

  

Product description:  

TECNOGEN AP20TL-IP THREEPHASE 20,0KVA GENERATOR 

The TECNOGEN AP20TL-IP single-phase / three-phase gimbal generator is capable of delivering
a power of 20,0KVA with IP44 protection suitable for outdoor use.

The generator is composed of a casing with protection degree IP44 antisplash and electrical
panel with protection degree IP54, which makes it possible to use it effectively without the fear of
bad weather or possible short circuits in wet work or in the presence of water.

The 20,0KVA PTO shaft generator is composed of a frame on which is placed an alternator that
can be connected to the tractor by a special speed multiplier on one side, while on the opposite
side it is equipped with an electrical panel with sockets consisting of 1x32A 5-p CEE - 1xSchuko
16A/230V.

The frame of the 20,0KVA cardan shaft generator has been designed to allow it to work in the
best way without being subject to strong vibrations that can compromise its reliability, in addition it
is very simple and practical connection to both the lifting system and the PTO, resulting in a
handy use without too much trouble.

The cardan shaft generator TECNOGEN AP20TL-IP is equipped with safety systems such as: the
PTO protection cover, to protect the PTO coupling from foreign bodies or possible accidental
contacts of the user and the magnetothermal and differential protection that allows the protection
of the generator in case of short circuit.

The TECNOGEN PTO Generator is driven by means of a gimbal coupling thanks to the action of
the PTO. (Power Take Off) of an agricultural tractor by direct coupling to the cardan shaft.
Everything is fixed on a sturdy metal frame to protect the alternator and allow a more comfortable
use.
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The TECNOGEN PTO shaft generator needs to be connected to a tractor capable of delivering
power equal to or greater than 60 Hp for correct operation.

The TECNOGEN AP20TL-IP PTO shaft generator is equipped with a digital multi-instrument with
three displays for V, HZ, A and Counter that allows the user to verify, in real time, the correct
operation of the unit.

On request it is possible to supply the category 2 adapter, 4 transport wheels and in addition the
manual switchboard, these accessories are NOT included in the delivery but available only upon
express request by the customer.

TECHNICAL FEATURES OF THE TECNOGEN AP20TL-IP 20,0KVA GENERATOR

Single-phase / Three-phase
Maximum three-phase output: 20.0KVA / 16.0KW
Maximum single-phase output: 6.7 KVA / 6. 7KW
Voltage: 230 / 400 V
Frequency: 50 Hz
1500 RPM
Tension Controller: AVR
Socket Configuration: 1x32A 5-p CEE - 1xSchuko 16A/230V
Tractor Power: >60 HP
Power take-off: 1" 3/8 Z6
Power take-off RPM: 430
Protection class: IP 44
Length (mm): 900
Width (mm): 752
Height (mm): 880
Dry weight (Kg): 215

If you are looking for another product then you can consult other cardan generators in our
catalog.

Images and technical data are not binding.

Suspendisse faucibus erat lacus, sed molestie metus ullamcorper vitae. Aliquam rutrum ligula id purus lobortis gravida. Orci varius natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Sed aliquam tortor eget egestas fringilla. Morbi pharetra, ante sit amet laoreet rutrum, dui dui hendrerit lacus, non aliquet est neque ac orci. Morbi facilisis urna ac libero porttitor imperdiet at quis massa. Mauris et justo feugiat, vestibulum ligula ut, elementum sapien. Mauris id nisl turpis. In posuere viverra ultrices. Quisque tincidunt

  

Product features:  

Phase: Single phase / Three phase
Maximum power single phase (KW): 6.7
Maximum power single phase (KVA): 6.7
Maximum power three phase (KW): 16
Maximum power three phase (KVA): 20
Frequency (Hz): 50
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Voltage (V): 230 / 400
Engine rpm (rpm): 3000
Poles: 4
Protection degree: IP44
PTO speed (round/min): 430
Minimum tractor output (HP): 60
Length (mm): 1000
Width (mm): 670
Height (mm): 1100
Dry weight (Kg): 300
Voltage regulator: Compound
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